Shady and rural are Mississippi highways.

A waterfall in East Mississippi.

Windings down the mountains in East Mississippi.

The Mississippi Gulf Coast is a fisherman's paradise and boasts of one of the largest sea food canning industries in the United States, as well as being famous as a pleasure-resort area with excellent boating and bathing facilities.

Dust highway along Mississippi's beautiful Gulf Coast.

By merging into law new highways of the road, Mississippi is endeavoring to provide an excellent system of our highways. Our highway patrolmen are courteous and efficient and will be pleased to assist you in every reasonable way.

A typical scene along Mississippi's Gulf Coast.

A Mississippi uto-bullam home.

A beautiful set in 1790.

One of the beautiful state monuments in Vicksburg National Military Park.

Mississippi offers you an abundance of genuine hospitality, artistic beauty, historic lore and recreation. No matter at what point you enter our state, you sense that feeling of cordial friendship which enhances the pleasures of your visit with us.

Our modern highways, designed and constructed to provide the utmost in safety, all sections of Mississippi may be easily and quickly reached.

Here you find the fine old growth and well-paved roads of the Old South, interspersed with the modern progress of the New South.

Here you can enjoy the climate and a panorama of flowers and foliage the year round—a climate ideal for the vacationist in summer and winter.
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Tunelind through trees and banks

Natural beauty on Mississippi's modern highways.

Tailhatch River breaks Dam

Unique treatment through Little Salt.

Planting reefs of roadside improvements.